The phase behavior, structure, and dynamics of rodlike mesogens with various flexibility using dissipative particle dynamics simulation.
We present a systematic dissipative particle dynamics (DPD) study on the phase behavior, structure, and dynamics of rodlike mesogens. In addition to a rigid fused-bead-chain model with RATTLE constraint method, we also construct a semirigid model in which the flexibility is controlled by the bending constant of k(φ). Using this notation, the rigid model has an infinite bending constant of k(φ)=∞. Within the parameter space studied, both two kinds of models exhibit the nematic and smectic-A phases in addition to the isotropic and solid phases. All of the phase transitions are accompanied by the discontinuities in the thermodynamical, structural, and dynamical quantities and the hysteresis around the transition points, and are therefore first order. Note that the obtained solid state exhibits an in-layer tetragonal packing due to the high density. For the rigid model, the simulations show that the liquid crystal phases can be observed for mesogens with at least five beads and the nematic phase is the first one to appear. More importantly, the phase diagram of seven-bead-chain models is obtained as a function of k(φ) and temperature. It is found that decreasing the value of k(φ) reduces the anisotropy of molecular shape and the orientational ordering, and thereby shifts the liquid crystal phases to the lower temperature end of the phase diagram. Due to the different k(φ) dependence of phase transition temperatures, the nematic phase range exhibits a more marked narrowing than the smectic-A phase as k(φ) is reduced, implying that the flexibility has a destabilizing effect on the nematic and smectic-A phases. We also have investigated the anisotropic translational diffusion in liquid crystal phases and its temperature and flexibility dependence. In our study, we find that the phases formed, their statical and dynamic properties, as well as the transition properties are in close accord with those observations in real thermotropic liquid crystals. It is clear that both the rigid and semirigid models we used are valuable models with which to study the behavior of thermotropic liquid crystals using DPD algorithm.